
HotLotting establishes a new housing typology for reducing 
an individual’s energy footprint, and aims to provide an 
unorthodox method of economic stimulation to areas with 
high residential economic vulnerability. An area defined as 
such is one with high concentrations of residents who fall 
below the poverty line or could easily find themselves below 
this level due to slight changes in life circumstances.

HigH economic vuLnerabiLity

HigH economic vuLnerabiLity

the HotLot concept therefore challenges ingrained concepts 
of public/private, ownership/use, and consumption/waste. 
by targeting impoverished and primarily minority areas of 
the city, the project hopes to become a catalyst for a future 
where the massive inequality that exists in chicago trends 
towards equilibrium (“maximum entropy”). Such areas 
are especially in need of radical solutions because of the 
dramatic impact the cost of living has at low income levels. 
For example, households in the lowest 20 percent of income 
distribution spend 44.1% of after-tax income on food and 
energy alone.

Food coStSenergy coStS



“given the considerably lower incomes of minorities, 
the degree of their segregation within the city; and the 
persistence of discrimination in the job market, places of 
employment tend to disappear from areas that contain 
minorities. this means that the poor become isolated 
in locations that are especially vulnerable to economic 
fluctuations and are subject to “the wholesale withdrawal of 
commercial institutions and the deterioration or elimination 
of goods and services distributed by the market.”

HigH economic vuLnerabiLity + major 
empLoyment centerS, 2008

percent popuLation earning beLow 
$50,000

need to bring in more 
systems research?



red LiSt vacant propertieS

essentially this quote from jeremy rifkin describes the 
conditions in the southern and western areas of chicago. it 
is in the back of the yards neighborhood, therefore, south 
of 49th between ashland and Halsted, where the initial 
prototype of this concept will be tested. the neighborhood is 
plagued by high unemployment, high crime, and pockmarked 
with the scars of “red list” (idle) vacant lots and boarded-up 
property.
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red LiSt vacant propertieS



program

the uses of public space 
are different based on income 
level.

“pop-up SHop” ??



PROGRAM SPACE (Cf) SPACE (hotlot) CONDITIONEDHeating Cooling Generates Heat
Sleeping 800 144 Passive
Cooking 768 Passive
Bathing Passive
Waste Collection 3 150 None
Sun Space None
Grow Space None
Outdoor None
Tutor Active
Day Care Active
Elder Care Active
Office Active
Exercise Passive
Shop/Garage Passive
Market Active refr
Retail Passive
Private Living Passive
Common/day None
Common/office‐night Active
TOTAL 1571 294
DIFFERENCE

PROGRAM MONEY MONEY (hotlot) EFFICIENCY
Groceries 0 0 Actions
Fast Food Zones
Electricity Form
Gas Behavior
Tutor Energy
Day Care Water
Elder Care
Office
TOTAL 0
DIFFERENCE

PROGRAM TIME (min.) TIME (hotlot)
Sleeping 480 480
Cooking 180 420
Bathing 49 49
Office
Grocery 60 0

ADD. PROGRAM
Outdoor
Exercise
Market
Tutor
Day Care
Elder Care
Shop/Garage
Retail
Private Living
Common/office ‐ day
Common/office ‐ night

TOTAL 769 949
DIFFERENCE
HEAT SOURCES
Sun
Stove/Oven
People
Hot Water
Equipment
Heat Rises…
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[Collective vs Individuality]
why do people continue to exploit the environment, even 
though they know it’s harmful? “the reason why...people 
still buy cars and will never give them up, even though 
they know that they pollute, has to do with our changing 
ideas about collectivity, i think. we don’t seem to believe in 
collective solutions any more.”

-olafur eliasson

Car-sharing, couch-surfing, Lyft, etc...These kind of 
collective programs exist already and are gaining popularity 
and acceptance as viable/democratic alternatives to 
established (corporate?) systems. i would like to see this 
kind of idea tested in a neighborhood where some residents 
already take the matter of entrepreneurship into their own 
hands wherever possible

in what ways should this 
influence my program? > 



“Fake eStateS” - gordon matta-clark

From the phenomenon of daily unoccupied space comes the 
concept of underutilized space. At an fine level of detail, 
a dwelling contains “gutterspace” - leftover spaces outside 
the realm of daily use or bodily influence. New uses for these 
spaces will be explored. instead of thinking of daily activities 
as occurring on a single horizontal plane of which a certain 
percentage is wasted space, activities might instead take 
place on multiple, but fully utilized planes. a similar concept 
could be applied at the neighborhood scale, where the 
leftover space in the boty is already much more apparent. 
different zones for living will also be explored (expanding 
the concept of a “sun space” or the 9-square house). these 
ideas have the potential to reduce energy demand by 
compacting or distilling the essential spaces which require 
conditioning.









“each cell contains all of the space that is closer to 
its point than to any other point.”

EFFICIENCY: Form

(re: tiling)

How doeS eFFiciency appLy to tHe otHer categorieS? beHavior 
wiLL be a tougH one...

penquin packing...
minimize heat loss



Kitchen
Circulation
Service
Living
Bedrooms

two-FLat HouSing

continue these explorations - color scale based on 
time, temperature, use

proposals in similar language for how to change the 
current situation

new proposals should use the 
same graphic language
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$

MARKET FARM

Food grown in-home can be sold for income

re-think adjacencies - waste heat, etc.
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what would you do 
with the extra?

Same For moNEY, 

SPACE
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SyStem diagram

add diFFerent 
zoneS

add eLement oF 
‘time’ to other drawings as well 
when possible
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GYM

program adjacencieS

SurFace and activity

what can and can’t happen in these 
places? what activities are best suited to 
each slope? etc...



NEW PUBLIC SPACE

Elevated spaces 
o�er views of the 
surrounding 
context

Di�erent “zones” for 
di�erent activities, 
environmental 
conditions, and 
times of the day

“Gutterspace” in 
one’s home can be 
put to new uses

Organic waste 
collection

NEW RECREATION

Small amounts of 
disposable time 
lead to new 
programs such as 
entertainment or 
recreation

New economic 
activity and low 
cost electricity from 
microgrids provide 
incentive for new 
businesses

“HotLotting” allows 
micro-renting of 
one’s dwelling 
during hours when 
it would otherwise 
be unoccupied

Homes constructed 
of all organic 

materials can be 
digested at the end 

of their life cycle

New urban farms 
can provide fresh 
food to the 
neighborhood

MARKET

SECTION KEY
SITE SECTION

residents in these new developments would be left with small 
amounts of disposable income, as well as disposable time. 
These two concepts influence the programming for the rest 
of the neighborhood. Spaces for recreation, entertainment, 
art/culture, learning, retail, landscape or additional food 
production would be created.

pLot tHiS For midterm - need cHangeS?



public functions like the market should front the 
street. residents pass through or over them on the 
way to their dwelling - compartmentalized on the 
interior of the block?

also...what is the use of the street?



wHat SHouLd Happen Here?
at wHat time?...

variety oF typoLogieS:
1. production
2. business
3. domestic
4. nomad
etc...



i’ve been looking for this for awhile now...this project 
honestly might be where it all started for me. Similar lines 
of thought.

“domeStic aStronomy” - philippe rahm
domestic astronomy is the prototype of an apartment where you no longer occupy a surface, you occupy 
an atmosphere. As they leave the floor, the functions and furnishings rise: they spread and evaporate in 
the atmosphere of the apartment, and they stabilize at certain temperatures determined by the body, 
clothing and activity. our proposal is to make allowances for these physical differences in the distribution 
of temperature in the space and to exploit them by changing the way of life; to replace a horizontal 
way of living with a vertical one where we can occupy different heat zones, different layers, different 
heights. and thus to create a global ecosystem like a kind of astronomy in the home, where combinations 
of temperature, lights, time and place are reconfigured.


